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Types of corporate transactions in which our firm has particular expertise
We are especially familiar with basically all types of share and asset deal transactions as well as
commercial transactions, also cross-border (see examples attached). We do not have expertise
regarding listings with stock exchanges, though. We frequently assist a 100% subsidiary of one
of Germany’s largest banks with Lease/Sale & Lease Back/Hire Purchase transactions worldwide.

The size of our firm’s corporate transactions team
Our core corporate team consists of eight attorneys. They are assisted by other attorneys from
other practice groups in due diligence procedures, as the need arises.

Examples of transactions our firm has undertaken
• We recently assisted the above mentioned subsidiary of the German bank with the
installation of a production line in Tennessee, USA.

• Moreover, we recently assisted a family-owned mid-sized packaging company which split its
business in two separate business areas and sold these two arms of the company to two
separate buyers in asset deal transactions. The size of the transaction was EUR 5,000,000. We
are afraid that the parties involved may not be published.